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At Least at the Level of Inferior Temporal Cortex,
the Stereo Correspondence Problem Is Solved
and correct matches between image elements of the
two eyes, which indicates a low-level analysis of the
binocular visual input. True stereo correspondence,
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K.U. Leuven Medical School however, calls for neurons that only respond to correct
and not to false matches (Cumming and DeAngelis,Herestraat 49
B-3000 Leuven 2001; Marr and Poggio, 1979). One can distinguish be-
tween these alternatives by comparing responses toBelgium
2 Department of Physiology and Biophysics and correlated RDSs (cRDSs) and to anticorrelated RDSs
(aRDSs), in which the dots seen by one eye have theRegional Primate Research Center
Box 357290 opposite contrast polarity with respect to the corre-
sponding dots seen by the other eye. Human observersUniversity of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195 fail to perceive depth in such aRDSs, except for a crude
perception at very low dot densities (Cumming et al.,
1998). Comparing the neural selectivity for cRDS and
aRDS is an important step to identify brain areas inSummary
which neural activity correlates with stereo-based depth
perception.Stereoscopic vision requires the correspondence
problem to be solved, i.e., discarding “false” matches The vast majority of neurons in primary visual cortex
(V1) (Cumming and Parker, 1997) are sensitive to aRDSs.between images of the two eyes, while keeping correct
ones. To advance our understanding of the underlying The inversion of the disparity tuning function for aRDSs
compared to cRDSs implies that V1 neurons act as localneuronal mechanisms, we compared single neuron
responses to correlated and anticorrelated random filters that operate on the image elements present in
each eye regardless of contrast sign. Even more surpris-dot stereograms (RDSs). Inferior temporal neurons,
which respond selectively to disparity-defined three- ingly, a sizeable proportion of neurons in extrastriate
visual areas MT/V5 (K. Krug et al., 2000, Eur. J. Neurosci.,dimensional shapes, showed robust selectivity for cor-
related RDSs portraying concave or convex surfaces, abstract) and MST (Takemura et al., 2001) respond se-
lectively to aRDSs. Although only half of the MT/V5 neu-but unlike neurons in areas V1, MT/V5, and MST, were
not selective for anticorrelated RDSs. These results rons appear to be sensitive to anticorrelated disparity,
these results indicate that the correspondence problemshow that the correspondence problem is solved at
least in far extrastriate cortex, as it is in the monkey’s has not been fully solved at these levels. The previous
findings do not imply that neurons in MT/V5 and MSTperception.
do not play a role in stereopsis, but reveal that the
disparity-selective responses in these areas share atIntroduction
least some of the characteristics of the local filtering
operation that appears to be performed in V1, and thatThe visual world projects slightly different images on
the two retinae. The difference in the horizontal position further processing is required to give rise to depth per-
ception.of these images, binocular disparity, is a powerful depth
cue (Howard and Rogers, 1995), as can be seen in ran- The previous studies all implied that at some stage in
the hierarchy of visual areas, disparity-selective neuronsdom dot stereograms (RDSs). In order to perceive depth
in RDSs, the stereo correspondence problem needs to must achieve stereo correspondence by exhibiting se-
lectivity only for cRDSs. This stage, however, has notbe solved (Julesz, 1971; Marr and Poggio, 1979). That
is, the visual system has to match features in the left yet been identified. We have previously described an
area (TEs) in the inferior temporal cortex, the end-stageeye with the corresponding features in the right eye.
Because RDSs contain essentially identical individual of the ventral visual pathway (Ungerleider and Mishkin,
1982), in which neurons respond selectively to disparity-image elements in the two eyes, this amounts to re-
jecting a large number of possible local matches be- defined 3D shapes (Janssen et al., 2000a, 2000b). By
demonstrating that TEs neurons are not sensitive totween the images of the two eyes while preserving the
correct matches. anticorrelated disparity, we provide evidence for an area
in which the stereo correspondence problem has fullyIn numerous brain areas, neurons respond selectively
to binocular disparity (Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Poggio been solved, correlating with 3D shape perception in
monkeys and humans.et al., 1988; Burkhalter and Van Essen, 1986; Felleman
and Van Essen, 1987; Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983;
Roy et al., 1992; Janssen et al., 1999a; Uka et al., 2000; Results
Ferraina et al., 2000; Taira et al., 2000; Hinkle and Con-
nor, 2001). Tuning to horizontal disparity, however, does The stimuli were double curved 3D surfaces, filled with
not suffice to signal the perceived depth of the stimulus. a texture of random dots, in which the disparity was
Disparity-selective neurons may respond to both false maximal in the center of the shape and smoothly ap-
proached zero toward the boundaries along both the
vertical and the horizontal axis (Figure 1; see Experimen-*Correspondence: guy.orban@med.kuleuven.ac.be
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disparity coherence (see Experimental Procedures). For
the 100% disparity coherence cRDSs, monkey C and
monkey H reached performance levels of 98% (858/
880) and 90% (792/880) correct responses, respectively
(Figure 2). On the other hand, the monkey’s performance
for the aRDSs did not differ significantly from chance
level (228/440 or 52% for monkey C and 220/440 or 50%
for monkey H). As previously demonstrated using flat
surfaces (Cumming and Parker, 1997), monkeys clearly
fail to perceive disparity-defined 3D shape in aRDSs.
Consistent with earlier reports, the psychophysical per-
formance of rhesus monkeys is quite similar to that of
human observers when discriminating depth in cRDSs
(Harwerth and Boltz, 1979) and aRDSs (Cumming and
Parker, 1997).
We recorded the responses of single TEs neurons
in three hemispheres of two juvenile rhesus monkeys
(monkey C and monkey J) trained to fixate a small target
on a display (correlation/anticorrelation test). The neu-
ron in Figure 3A, recorded in monkey C, responded
strongly and selectively to the correlated convex double
curved surface (first column), but showed no difference
in activity for neither the anticorrelated nor the decorre-
lated stimuli (second and third column). Clearly, this
neuron signaled its preferred depth profile only in the
correlated conditions, in which depth could readily be
perceived, but failed to do so in conditions in which no
depth structure was perceived. The neuron proved to be
highly selective for a convex double curved 3D surface
(Figure 3B). The response to single curved convex sur-
faces, only along the vertical axis (first column, upper
row) or only along the horizontal axis (second column,
upper row), was much weaker than to the double curved
surface (p 0.05). Moreover, the neuron did not reliably
signal differences between convex and concave single
curved surfaces (p  0.05). Hence, in addition to the
information provided about the degree of correlation of
the random dot patterns between the eyes, this neuron
coded for the particular 3D shape of the surface.
Figure 4A shows the population peristimulus-time his-
Figure 1. Stimuli tograms (PSTH), normalized to the highest bin count in
(A) The top row shows the monocular images for a correlated (right either PSTH for each neuron, for all neurons (n  88)
eye and left eye A) and an anticorrelated (right eye and left eye B) showing significant response differences between the
RDS in the correlation/anticorrelation test. The second row illus- double curved, correlated concave, and convex sur-
trates for zero disparity the inverted contrast polarity in the anticor-
faces. The graph demonstrates the robust selectivity forrelated RDS (left and right panel) compared to the correlated RDS
curved surfaces under correlated conditions (Figure 4A,(left and middle panel). The bottom row shows a schematic illustra-
full lines), as well as the lack of selectivity for the aRDSstion of the perceived 3D structure.
(B) Monocular images (top row) and 3D rendering of the correlated (Figure 4A, dotted lines). The difference in selectivity
3D shape used in the center-position test. between correlated and anticorrelated RDSs did not
result from differences in eye movements. Small (0.1)
vergence responses were detected to the correlated,
tal Procedures). Human observers perceived the corre- anticorrelated, and decorrelated stimuli (Figure 4B) dur-
lated surfaces (right eye and left eye A in Figure 1A) as ing the testing of 20 three-dimenshional shape-selective
either concave or convex, whereas no depth could be neurons, which yielded a population PSTH virtually iden-
perceived in the anticorrelated surfaces (right eye and tical to that in Figure 4A. The difference in average neural
left eye B in Figure 1A). The latter stimuli were perceptu- activity was fully present before a change in eye position
ally indistinguishable from a decorrelated stimulus, in could have produced any effect.
which the dots were completely uncorrelated between The responses of neurons in IT can be modulated by
left and right eye. We verified this perceptual effect in attention (Richmond et al., 1983; Moran and Desimone,
monkey C, in which 33 out of 88 neurons (38%) were 1985; Chelazzi et al., 1993) and memory (Tomita et al.,
recorded, and in one additional animal (monkey H). Both 1999). Because anticorrelated stimuli are ambiguous
monkeys were trained to discriminate between cRDSs and do not evoke a clear percept of depth, it might be
portraying concave and convex surfaces presented at argued that the observed lack of selectivity for aRDSs
could stem from attracting less attention than correlatedfour different positions in depth with different levels of
Stereo Correspondence in Inferior Temporal Cortex
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Figure 2. Psychophysical Performance
Data of monkey C (A) and Monkey H (B). Per-
cent correct responses (mean and 95% confi-
dence interval) are plotted for aRDS and
cRDS stimuli.
stereograms. The randomly interleaved stimulus pre- by an attentional modulation of the neural activity in TEs
imposed by other brain structures.sentation, however, assured that the monkey could not
Figure 5 plots the response differences for the anticor-predict which stimulus would be presented, and pre-
related and decorrelated conditions as a function of thevented aspecific changes in the overall level of respon-
differential response in the correlated conditions. Thesivity from contaminating the results. To assess the pos-
data points for anticorrelation and decorrelation over-sible role of top-down influences in the present study,
lapped completely (Wilcoxon matched pairs test, NS),we analyzed the time course of the neural responses to
implying that this population of TEs neurons conveyedcRDSs and aRDSs (Figure 4C). Significant increases in
no more information for the anticorrelated RDS than forneural activity compared to baseline occurred 80–100
the decorrelated RDS. Only four neurons (4.6%) werems after stimulus onset for both cRDS and aRDSs. Im-
weakly but significantly modulated by the disparity inportantly, no significant response differences were ob-
the anticorrelated condition (red symbols in Figure 5),served at any point in time for the aRDS (p  0.05 for
which is no more than expected by chance. Likewise,all bins), whereas for the cRDS, significant response
only two neurons (2.3%) showed significant responsedifferences between the preferred and nonpreferred
differences in the decorrelation condition.stimulus emerged as early as 120–140 ms after stimulus
Prior to the correlation/anticorrelation test, all neuronsonset (t test, p  0.0002). It is therefore highly unlikely
were studied in a position-in-depth test (Janssen et al.,that the lack of selectivity for the aRDSs was caused
1999a), which showed that the large majority of the neu-
rons in our sample (73/88, 83%) responded to the spatial
variation of disparity, that is, were higher order disparity
or 3D-shape selective. Fifteen neurons responded only
to the position-in-depth of the stimulus, i.e., were zero-
order disparity selective, analogous to the disparity-
selective neurons of areas V1, MT/V5, and MST. Even
these zero-order TEs neurons, however, were insensi-
tive to the disparity present in the aRDSs (triangles in
Figure 5).
Seventy-three neurons were 3D-shape selective for
double curved surfaces. Figure 6 illustrates their 3D shape
selectivity for a wider set of 3D stimuli. The normalized
response differences between convex and concave sin-
gle curved vertical 3D shapes are plotted against the
normalized response differences between convex and
concave single curved horizontal 3D shapes. Clearly,
most neurons were sensitive to the direction and/or the
combination of the disparity gradients along the surface
of the shape. Only a minority of the neurons (9/73, 12%)
were selective for both the vertical and the horizontal
single curved surfaces and the double curved surface
(red filled). Note that some neurons displayed a complex
form of selectivity, preferring the convex 3D shape in
the double curved surface, but the concave 3D shape in
the single curved vertical and horizontal surfaces (black
Figure 3. Correlation/Anticorrelation Test
arrow in Figure 6, hence the negative normalized re-
(A) Responses of a neuron to the preferred, convex (top row) and sponse differences).nonpreferred, concave double curved 3D surface (bottom row).
The initial study of anticorrelation in V1 (Cumming and(B) Responses of the same neuron to vertical (left column) and
Parker, 1997) used a dot density of 25% and a dot sizehorizontal (right column) single curved 3D surfaces. Vertical bar, 65
spikes/s. of 0.08, whereas our stimulus was a 50% RDS with a
Neuron
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Figure 5. Population Analysis: Scatterplot
Difference in mean net response to the anticorrelated (blue, circles:
higher order neurons; triangles: zero-order neurons) and decorre-
lated (green) RDSs plotted as a function of the difference in mean
net response to the correlated RDS.
Red circles: four neurons with significant response modulation to
the anticorrelated RDS.
(p  0.01), but this response difference disappeared
entirely in the anticorrelated conditions. The right panel
of Figure 7A plots the mean normalized responses for
all 26 neurons showing selectivity for at least one of the
correlated surfaces. None of these neurons displayed
selectivity for any of the anticorrelated patterns. Hence,
both the robust selectivity for correlated double curved
Figure 4. Population Analysis
(A) Normalized population PSTH for all 3D-shape-selective neurons
(n  88), for the correlated (full line) and anticorrelated (dotted line)
preferred (red) and nonpreferred (blue) 3D shape. Tick marks at 100
ms.
(B) Mean difference in horizontal eye position for concave (green)
and convex (black) correlated, anticorrelated, and decorrelated
RDSs, in the correlation/anticorrelation test performed on 20 neu-
rons in monkey C. Vertical bar, 1; vertical pink line, reference at
200 ms after stimulus onset.
(C) Time course of the differential response to cRDS (full line) and
aRDS (dashed line, n  88). Bin width 20 ms. Arrow indicates the
first bin significantly larger than zero; the gray dotted line indicates
Figure 6. Selectivity for 3D Shape0% difference.
Normalized response differences for the horizontal single curved
surface pair (x axis) are plotted against the normalized response
0.032 dot size. Therefore, we tested the sensitivity of differences for the vertical 3D surface pair (y axis) for all higher order
disparity-selective neurons (n 73). Filled and red symbols indicateTEs neurons for anticorrelation using stimuli with larger
significant selectivity for the vertical and the horizontal single curveddot sizes (ranging from 0.03 to 0.13) and a lower dot
pair, respectively. Open and blue symbols indicate no significantdensity (25%, dot size test). The monocular images of
differences for the vertical and the horizontal single curved surfacethe intermediate dot size (0.064) are illustrated in Figure
pair, respectively. The red arrow indicates the neuron in Figure 3,
1B. The neuron in the left panel of Figure 7A fired signifi- the black arrow a neuron preferring the convex double curved sur-
cantly more strongly to the correlated convex surface face, but also the concave single curved vertical and horizontal 3D
shape.than to the concave surface for every dot size tested
Stereo Correspondence in Inferior Temporal Cortex
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Figure 7. Control Experiments
(A) The left panel shows the net responses
of an example neuron to the correlated and
anticorrelated preferred (red) and nonpre-
ferred (blue) RDS as a function of dot size
(double curved). The right panel shows the
average normalized net response of all neu-
rons tested in the dot size test (n  26).
(B) The left panel plots the responses of an
example neuron in the center-position test to
correlated (blue) and anticorrelated (green)
RDSs. The right panel shows the response
differences between preferred and nonpre-
ferred center disparities plotted against the
response differences between the corre-
sponding anticorrelated disparities, for all
neurons tested in the center-position test
(n  15).
surfaces and the lack of selectivity for anticorrelated Discussion
stimuli were replicated using a lower dot density and a
IT neurons respond to features of objects, such as theirrange of dot sizes.
2D and 3D shape, color, or texture (Gross et al., 1972;Our stimulus also differed from that of Cumming and
Desimone et al., 1984; Tanaka et al., 1991; Komatsu etParker (1997) with respect to the order of the disparity
al., 1992; Janssen et al., 1999a), and it is widely believedvariation. Cumming and Parker (1997) used a zero-order
that (parts of) objects are represented in the brain bydisparity stimulus in which the central area of a random
the firing of clusters of IT neurons. We previouslydot pattern was presented at different positions in
showed that neurons in the lower bank of the rostraldepth, whereas our stimulus consisted of second-order
STS (area TEs), part of the inferior temporal cortex, pro-disparities (concave or convex curvature). In a second
vide an accurate representation of disparity-definedexperiment, we used a zero-order disparity step in which
curved surfaces based on a selectivity for second-orderthe central area (Figure 1B) appeared at different posi-
disparities (Janssen et al., 2000b).tions in depth, while the outer part was maintained at
In this and in previous studies (Janssen et al., 2000b,the fixation plane (center-position test). The left panel
2001), we carefully investigated the selectivity of TEsin Figure 7B shows the responses of a neuron tuned
neurons for the 3D shape depicted in the stereogram.for a near position of the central area in the correlated
Neurons in the lower bank of the STS are very sensitivecondition. No significant tuning was present for the
to discontinuities in the 3D surface, as in sharp edgesanticorrelated stimulus. In the right panel of Figure 7B,
and discrete disparity steps. Furthermore, these neu-
the response differences between the preferred and the
rons can signal the direction of the disparity gradient:
nonpreferred center disparities are plotted against the
along the vertical, the horizontal, or along both the verti-
response differences between the corresponding anti- cal and horizontal axis, as in the surfaces used in the
correlated stimuli, for all neurons showing significant present study. In addition to their 3D shape selectivity,
tuning for the disparity of the central area in the corre- TEs neurons display a considerable degree of selectivity
lated RDS (n 15). Despite the narrow range of dispari- for the 2D contours of the shape: the 2D selectivity in
ties used in the test (Janssen et al., 2000b), the popula- the lower bank of the STS is on average similar to the
tion of neurons displayed a considerable tuning for the selectivity in the more lateral part of TE (Janssen et al.,
disparity of the central area in the correlated condition. 2000a). The present study shows conclusively that the
None of the neurons tested, however, showed a signifi- responses of disparity-selective TEs neurons closely
cant tuning for the aRDSs. Thus, even zero-order dispar- correlate with 3D shape perception, thereby providing
ity variations do not evoke significant changes in TEs evidence for a brain area in which the stereo correspon-
cells’ responses when the dots are anticorrelated be- dence problem has been solved. Our data, however, do
tween the two eyes. It is important to note that, as in not imply that the stereo correspondence problem has
the standard test, some of the neurons tested in both not been solved at an earlier level in the hierarchy of
control experiments were shown to be zero-order dis- visual areas.
parity selective (four in the dot size test and four in the Higher cortical areas can potentially influence the re-
center-position test). None of these neurons showed sponses of IT neurons. Attentional modulations, how-
ever, occur on average 100 ms after onset of the re-any selectivity for anticorrelation.
Neuron
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sponse to the choice targets in a visual search task important for the control of vergence position (Masson
(Chelazzi et al., 1998). We note that no attentional modu- et al., 1997), but does not directly underlie depth percep-
lations were observed in that study when only one stimu- tion. Note however that even zero-order disparity-selec-
lus was presented in the receptive field, as was the tive TEs neurons, which merely signal the position-in-
case in our study. Top-down signals do not influence depth of the stimulus, are insensitive to anticorrelation.
IT responses before 40–80 ms after onset of the re- More importantly, our findings reveal a fundamental
sponse to the cue in a pair-association task (Tomita et difference in disparity selectivity between visual areas
al., 1999). Our time course analysis failed to provide MT/V5 and MST, and IT. The tuning for anticorrelation
any evidence for top-down influences, since significant in MST is a likely neural substrate for the fast, automatic
response differences were never observed for the anti- vergence eye movements elicited by anticorrelated ste-
correlated stimulus but were already present 40 ms after reograms (Takemura et al., 2001). MT/V5, on the other
response onset for the cRDS. The interleaved presenta- hand, has been implicated in stereoscopic depth per-
tion of cRDSs and aRDSs, moreover, precluded any ception (DeAngelis et al., 1998) but contains a large
early biasing top-down influences on the initial part of number of neurons that are sensitive to anticorrelated
the response, and there is no evidence that attention disparity signals (K. Krug, et al., 2000, Eur. J. Neurosci.,
can modulate neural responses as early as the time of abstract). However, roughly half of the MT/V5 neurons
response onset if the animal is uncertain about the tar- appear to reject the false matches in aRDSs by showing
get. Therefore, the difference in selectivity between no selectivity for anticorrelated disparity. An influential
cRDSs and aRDS is most likely a bottom-up driven phe- theory on MT/V5 maintains that the responses of direc-
nomenon. tion-selective MT/V5 neurons are pooled to form the
Poggio et al. (1988) were the first to study the response evidence upon which a decision about the direction of
characteristics of disparity-selective neurons in area V1, motion is being made (Shadlen et al., 1996). In the case
V2, V3, and V3A of the monkey with respect to the corre- of the binocular correspondence problem, the pooled
lation between image elements in the two eyes. These response of a population of disparity-selective MT/V5
authors tested neurons tuned to binocular disparity with neurons is at least partially ambiguous, because it could
correlated and uncorrelated dynamic RDSs, and one of signal either a particular disparity in a cRDS or the oppo-
the uncorrelated stimuli was in fact an anticorrelated site disparity in an aRDS. Therefore, MT/V5 neurons
RDS at zero disparity. A large proportion of neurons have only partially solved the correspondence problem,
signaled the binocular correlation between the two eyes consistent with its intermediate position in the hierarchy
by giving reciprocal responses (excitatory or inhibitory) of visual areas. MT/V5 receives direct input from V1,
to the two opposite states. That is, tuned excitatory and interconnects heavily with MST (Ungerleider and
neurons would show inhibition to uncorrelated stimula- Desimone, 1986a, 1986b), with which it shares many
tion, and tuned inhibitory neurons responded with exci- characteristics such as selectivity for direction of motion
tation to uncorrelation. These results, however, bear and for disparity, both correlated (Maunsell and Van
little relevance to the present study because no attempt Essen, 1983; Roy et al., 1992) and anticorrelated (K.
was made to test the disparity tuning curve with anticor- Krug, et al., 2000, Eur. J. Neurosci., abstract; Takemura
related RDS, and no differences between areas were et al., 2001). TEs on the other hand, is part of the ventral
documented. Cumming and Parker (1997) demonstrated visual stream and receives visual information from V1
that V1 neurons display a remarkable selectivity for through a series of visual areas: V2-V4-TEO (Felleman
anticorrelated disparities, yet it is still unclear to what and Van Essen, 1991; Saleem et al., 1993). The main
extent the intermediate visual areas V2, V3, V3A, and outputs of TEs are directed toward ventral TE and the
V4 are sensitive to anticorrelated disparity signals. All orbitofrontal cortex (Saleem et al., 2000). Neither MT/
these areas contain large numbers of disparity-selective V5 nor MST has direct connections with TEs, and both
neurons (Felleman and Van Essen, 1987; Poggio et al.,
are considered to be core areas of the dorsal visual
1988; Hinkle and Connor, 2001), and the V2-V4 pathway
stream. It is therefore reasonable to assume that TEs
provides the main afferents to IT in the monkey (Felle-
occupies a higher position in the hierarchy of visualman and Van Essen, 1991). Future research will have to
areas than MT/V5, albeit in a different processingdetermine at which level in the ventral visual stream
stream. In IT, most if not all neurons selective for dispar-stereo correspondence is first established.
ity-defined 3D shape are insensitive to anticorrelation.The lack of selectivity for anticorrelated disparity sig-
This indicates that at this high level of the visual system,nals in this population of 3D-shape-selective IT neurons
the stereo correspondence problem has been fullycontrasts markedly with the anticorrelation selectivity
solved.observed in area V1. An additional difference between
The apparent discrepancy in anticorrelation selectiv-V1 and TEs is that V1 neurons signal absolute disparities
ity between ventral stream area TE and the dorsal stream(i.e., the absolute position difference of image elements
areas MT/V5 and MST does not necessarily imply aon corresponding retinal locations [Cumming and Par-
fundamental difference between the ventral and dorsalker, 1999], whereas neurons in TEs respond primarily to
visual streams. It is conceivable that other high-levelrelative disparities (i.e., differences in disparity between
areas of the dorsal stream such as the caudal intraparie-two or more points, either first-order or second-order
tal sulcus area (cIPS) (Shikata et al., 1996; Taira et al.,[Janssen et al., 2000b]). Consistent with our findings
2000; Tsutsui et al., 2002) are equally insensitive to anti-using aRDSs, psychophysical studies have shown that
correlated disparity signals. A careful analysis of neu-stereopsis relies primarily on relative disparities (West-
ronal selectivity to correlated and anticorrelated stimuliheimer, 1979). V1 neurons therefore appear to perform
an initial analysis of the binocular input, which could be in different brain areas is required to assess the exact
Stereo Correspondence in Inferior Temporal Cortex
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lus with respect to the properties of the recorded neuron, the re-nature of the disparity selectivity, which is so prevalent
ceptive fields of IT neurons almost always include the fovea, andthroughout the visual cortex.
the response is generally strongest for foveally presented stimuli
(Op de Beeck and Vogels, 2000).
Experimental Procedures
At the end of the recordings, electrolytic lesions were made at
some of the recording sites in monkey J. The animal was killed with
Stimuli
an overdose of pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with 3.7%
We imposed convex and concave depth profiles onto each of ten
formaldehyde. The brain was blocked, cut into 60 m sections and
simple 2D shapes. Each pair of 3D shapes utilized the same pair of
stained with cresyl violet. Histological analysis confirmed that the
monocular images: interchanging the monocular images creates
recordings were made in the lower bank of the rostral STS between
two 3D shapes that differ only in the sign of their binocular disparity
17 and 19 mm anterior to the interaural plane. The recording area
(convex surfaces become concave and vice versa).
was located within the range predicted from the CT scans (1 mm
In the correlation/anticorrelation test, each shape was filled with a
resolution).
texture of random dots (dot size 0.032, dot density 50%). Horizontal
binocular disparity varied along both the vertical and the horizontal
Psychophysical Testingaxis portraying double curved convex and concave surfaces (Figure
Monkey C and one additional monkey (H) were trained to discrimi-1). The Gaussian disparity gradient along the vertical axis was
nate double curved concave and convex surfaces by making a sac-multiplied by a second Gaussian function that varied between 0 and
cadic eye movement to a target that appeared either to the left1 along the horizontal axis. The resulting disparity was maximal in
(concave) or to the right (convex) of a foveally presented 3D surface.the center of the shape and smoothly approached zero toward the
The surfaces were identical to the one in the correlation conditionboundary (extent of the disparity variation: 0.26). Disparity gradients
of the correlation/anticorrelation test and were randomly presentedalong the horizontal axis result in texture density cues at each point
at four positions in depth ranging from 0.5 to 0.5. Prior to thewhere the disparity value changes (Cobo-Lewis, 1996). We removed
testing with aRDSs, both monkeys were trained to psychophysicalthese texture density borders by randomly eliminating dots in the
threshold with 3D surfaces containing different levels of disparitytexture density contour, such that the 50% density was restored
coherence, which were created by adding random disparities to aover the entire surface of the shape. The anticorrelated stimuli were
fraction of the dots (0%–100%) in the stimulus. During this initialderived from the correlated double curved surfaces by inverting the
training phase, no aRDSs were presented. After reaching a highcontrast polarity of the dots in the left eye image for the concave
performance level with the double curved surfaces with varyingsurface and in the right eye image for the convex surface. In the
disparity coherence, both animals were tested with interleaved pre-decorrelated surface, the random dot patterns in the two eyes were
sentations of 100% disparity coherence cRDSs and aRDSs. Duringuncorrelated. The second member of the decorrelated surface pair
all tests, the monkeys were rewarded on 30% of the correctly exe-was created by interchanging the monocular images between the
cuted trials for cRDSs and aRDSs. In the latter case, the correcttwo eyes. The mean vertical and horizontal diameter of the stimuli
response was determined using the corresponding correlatedwas 6.3 and 6, respectively. A fixation target was superimposed
stimulus.on the stimulus. The fixation distance was 86 cm.
In the dotsize test, white and black dots appeared on a gray
background, the luminance of which was equal to the mean lumi- Data Analysis and Tests
nance of black and white dots (1.5 cd/m2, dot density 25%). The Net neural responses were computed trialwise by subtracting the
dot size ranged from 0.032 to 0.13. The disparity variation over number of spikes counted in a 400 ms interval immediately preced-
the surface was identical to the one in the correlation/anticorrelation ing stimulus onset from the number of spikes in a 400 ms interval
test. The center-position test used the 0.064 texture pattern of the starting 80 ms after stimulus onset. We searched for responsive
dot size test. Only the central area within the shape, corresponding neurons using an initial test with correlated 3D surfaces. Though
to 4 standard deviations of the depth profile, was displaced in depth. highly unlikely, it is theoretically possible that we missed neurons
The 3D-shape selectivity of TEs neurons is remarkably vulnerable to that only responded to aRDS but not to cRDS. The conclusions of
disparity discontinuities: most TEs neurons do not show significant the present study pertain only to the population of TEs neurons that
response differences when curved surfaces contain disparity dis- responds selectively to cRDSs. All responsive neurons were tested
continuities of 0.5, and some neurons even lose their selectivity for with concave and convex surfaces and monocular presentations of
disparity steps as small as 0.064 (Janssen et al., 2000b). Therefore, these stimuli. The significance of 3D shape selectivity was assessed
the disparity of this planar central area ranged only from 0.064 using ANOVA (p  0.05). Subsequently, all neurons showing signifi-
to 0.064 in discrete steps. The outer parts of the shape remained cant response differences between concave and convex were stud-
at zero disparity in all conditions of the test. As in the study by ied in a position-in-depth test, in which concave and convex sur-
Cumming and Parker (1997), relative disparities were present within faces were presented at three positions in depth. The positions in
the stimulus. depth were chosen such that any zero-order selectivity would be
revealed by an inversion of the apparent 3D shape preference of
the preceding test. The original double curved convex 3D surfaceSubjects and Recording Sites
Standard extracellular recordings were made with tungsten micro- consisted of near disparities in the center and zero disparity on
the boundary (Figure 1A), whereas the original concave 3D surfaceelectrodes (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) in the rostral lower bank of the
STS, TEs (targeted Horsley-Clark coordinates: 16 mm anterior and contained far disparities in the center and zero disparity along the
boundary. Therefore, it was sufficient to present the convex surface22 mm lateral). Prior to surgery, an anatomical MRI was obtained.
The recording positions were verified using CT scan (slice thickness at two new positions in depth behind the plane of fixation, and the
concave surface at two positions in front of the plane of fixation to1 mm) with the guiding tube in situ. Recordings were made in three
hemispheres of two juvenile rhesus monkeys (monkey J and monkey exclude any zero-order selectivity (Janssen et al., 2001). A neuron
was classified as responsive to the spatial variation of disparity ifC). Both subjects showed excellent stereopsis, as demonstrated by
means of visual evoked potentials (Janssen et al., 1999b) in both at no position in depth did the response to the nonpreferred 3D
shape significantly exceed any response to the preferred 3D shape,monkeys, and using psychophysical testing in monkey C. Horizontal
and vertical movements of the right eye were recorded with the as assessed by a post hoc least significant difference (LSD) test
(p  0.05). In the correlation/anticorrelation test and in the dotsizescleral search coil technique (Judge et al., 1980) at 200 Hz. Monkey
C was implanted with a second coil in the left eye to measure any test, the selectivity for correlated and anticorrelated surfaces was
assessed using a post hoc LSD test (p 0.01 to correct for multiplevergence eye movements directly. Binocular eye movements were
recorded in a subset of 20 neurons (Figure 4B). Monkeys were comparisons). In the center-position test, the tuning for disparity
steps was tested using separate ANOVAs on the net responsestrained to keep their gaze within 0.7 (monkey J) or 0.9 (monkey C)
of a fixation target in the center of the display. After 1000 ms of to the correlated and anticorrelated stereograms (p  0.05). The
presentations of correlated, anticorrelated, and uncorrelated pat-stable fixation, the stimulus was presented foveally for 600 ms.
Although no attempt was made to optimize the position of the stimu- terns were randomly interleaved.
Neuron
700
To quantify the degree of selectivity for single curved vertical and temporal neurons are selective for disparity-defined 3D shape. Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 96, 8217–8222.horizontal surfaces, we computed normalized response differences
(NRD), defined as NRD  ([response to the preferred 3D shape  Janssen, P., Vogels, R., and Orban, G.A. (1999b). Assessment of
response to the nonpreferred 3D shape]/[maximal response of the stereopsis in rhesus monkeys using visual evoked potentials. Doc.
neuron]). The NRD gives the differential response normalized to the Ophthalmol. 95, 247–255.
highest response to any of the 3D correlated surfaces compared.
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